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Consider a small region consisting of A-town and B-town. The two towns are con-
nected by two parallel roads that pass through either C-junction or D-junction. These
roads are old and bumpy and can be traveled only at a very modest speed that does not
depend on the traffic volume. To drive from A-town to either junction takes one hour
and then it is another hour’s drive to reach B-town. There is an even older crossroad
between C-junction and D-junction, but it is in very poor condition and nobody uses
it. See Figure 1 (Left).
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Figure 1 (Left) The A-town-B-town region’s original road system with travel times for
each road section. (Right) Travel times after improvement of road section AD.

Despite the bumpy roads, 200 cars drive in each direction between A-town and B-
town during the morning rush. Thus, there are 200 A-drivers going from A-town to
B-town and 200 B-drivers going in the opposite direction. The council has decided to
achieve a quicker commute by improving the roads. One council member, Mrs. Jones,
happens to be a mathematics graduate. She tells the chairman she could try to calculate
which sections of the road system to improve. The chairman brushes her offer aside:
“Mathematics schmathematics, who needs it? It is a no-brainer that any road improve-
ment makes travel quicker!” The council decides to start the project by improving the
section between A-town and D-junction.
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At the council meeting following the completion of the first section, the chair-
man proudly announces that the time to travel between A-town and B-town has now
decreased by 30 minutes, from two hours to an hour and a half, and the improve-
ment project will therefore continue with another section. Mrs. Jones tries to offer a
suggestion but the chairman interrupts her: “No suggestions from you are required,
Mrs. Jones. I have already told the workers to continue with the section between B-
town and C-junction.”

The second section is completed. At the next council meeting, the chairman is a
little testy. The time to travel between A-town and B-town has decreased further, but
only by a meagre 10 minutes. Mrs. Jones is about to explain why. However, she is
silenced by an angry look from the chairman who has an announcement to make: “I
have come to the insight that we need to tie the two improved sections together. I have
ordered an improvement of the crossroad between C-junction and D-junction next.”
Because of budget constraints the council can only make this improved crossroad a
single lane road. The chairman happens to be an A-driver and he has decided that the
crossroad will only be open one-way, for traffic going from D-junction to C-junction,
thus enabling A-drivers to use all three improved sections.

When the council meets after the completion of the third section, the chairman is a
broken man. To his utter disbelief the time to travel from A-town to B-town has now
increased by 10 minutes. He has checked that the amount of traffic has not increased;
the same number of cars travel from A-town to B-town as always. He has also made
sure that local radio continually gives accurate information about the traffic situation
so that drivers can make optimal decisions—to no avail. Somehow his improvement
made travel slower. How could this be?

When Mrs. Jones raises her hand to offer an explanation, the poor chairman is too
deflated to stop her. Mrs. Jones points out that the improved roads are certainly much
faster than the old roads, but that the very highest speed can only be achieved if you are
alone on the road; the more traffic, the slower it goes. To understand what is happening
we must put this into mathematics.

A game theoretic model of travel times

An improved section of the road may take around 10 minutes to drive if you are alone
on the road, compared to 30 minutes if the entire population of 200 drivers choose that
road. A simple linear model for the time T to drive an improved section of the road in
a certain direction is

T = 10+ x

10
,

where x denotes the number of drivers choosing to drive that section and in that direc-
tion. To avoid ambiguity we will typically use subscripts to denote the section and
direction, such that xCD refers to the number of drivers on the section from A-town to
D-junction, and xDC refers to the number of drivers on the same section in the opposite
direction.

Under this model, travel times depend on how traffic is distributed on the possible
roads. To predict how traffic will be distributed, we make the assumption that all trav-
elers are trying to minimize their own travel time by choosing the quickest possible
route. Which route is quickest depends on which routes other travelers choose. This
dependence on what others do makes the choice of route a game theoretic problem.

Game theory is a branch of mathematics that studies the outcome of several inter-
dependent individuals each trying to optimize their own behavior. In the terminology
of game theory, every traveler is a player, a choice of route is a strategy, and the travel
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time is a negative payoff that each player wants to minimize. Assuming that all players
successfully adapt their own strategies to minimize their own negative payoff, traffic
will end up being distributed such that each player’s strategy is an optimal response
to the other players’ strategies. Such a state is called a Nash equilibrium in game the-
ory, after a 1950 paper by Nash [5]. In transportation science, the equilibrium state
where no driver can improve her own travel time by switching route is usually called
a Wardrop user equilibrium, after a 1952 paper by Wardrop [11]. The equivalence to
the concept of the Nash equilibrium was realized later.

We shall now calculate how Nash equilibria changed as the A-town-B-town region’s
road system was developed.

Nash equilibrium in the original road system Before any improvements were
made to the road system, players were not dependent on each others’ choices. See
Figure 1 (Left). To drive between A-town and B-town always took 120 (= 60+ 60)
minutes, regardless of the traffic situation and whether you drove via C-junction or via
D-junction. Both choices of routes were equally good, so both choices were optimal.
Hence, any distribution of traffic on these two routes was a Nash equilibrium.

Nash equilibrium after improvement of road section AD Figure 1 (Right) shows
the road system after improvement of the road between A-town and D-junction. An
improved road section takes at most 30 minutes to drive, compared to 60 minutes for
an old one. The improvement of road section AD therefore made the route via D-
junction strictly superior to the route via C-junction. In other words, players had a
unique optimal choice at this time: the route via D-junction. Consequently, the unique
Nash equilibrium was that all 200 A-drivers and all 200 B-drivers would take the route
via D-junction, yielding a travel time of 30+ 60 = 90 minutes.
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Figure 2 (Left) Travel times after improvement of road section CB. (Right) Travel times
after improvement of road section DC.

Nash equilibrium after improvement of road section CB Figure 2 (Left) shows
the road system after improvement of the road between C-junction and B-town. The
competing routes via C-junction and via D-junction now have payoff functions of a
similar form: 70+ xCB

10 and 70+ xAD

10 , respectively. Whenever there were more traffic
on one route, a driver on that route could shorten his or her travel time by choosing
the other route instead. This means that drivers on the busier route were not making
an optimal choice in response to the overall traffic situation. The only outcome in
which every driver’s choice was optimal was when both routes were equally busy.
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Therefore, Nash equilibrium occurred when A-drivers divided themselves equally on
the two routes, so that there were 100 A-drivers on each route (and the same for B-
drivers). The travel time in this equilibrium is 70+ 100

10 = 80 minutes.

Nash equilibrium after improvement of road section DC Figure 2 (Right) shows
the road system after improvement of the road between D-junction and C-junction. As
the new DC section is one-way, B-drivers could only use it together with the unim-
proved road sections—which would always be worse than their current routes. Thus,
the traffic flow of B-drivers does not change. B-drivers’ travel time therefore remains
at 80 minutes.

By contrast, the traffic flow of A-drivers changes drastically. Drivers using the road
section AC (60 minutes) would now always achieve a shorter (or at most equally long)
drive by switching to the alternative road from A-town to C-junction via D-junction
(20+ xAD+xDC

10 , where xAD, xDC ≤ 200). Similar reasoning applies to the road section
DB. Thus, for all 200 drivers, the route that used all three improved road sections (AD,
DC, and CB) is now an optimal choice. The travel time in this Nash equilibrium is
3 · (10+ 200

10 ) = 90 minutes, which amounts to 10 minutes slower travel than before
the road improvement.

Note that the last driver to switch is actually indifferent to switching and could just
as well remain on the old route. Therefore, there is also a Nash equilibrium in which
only 199 drivers use the crossroad and achieve a slightly shorter travel time of 3 · 10+
200
10 + 199

10 + 199
10 = 89.8 minutes. The difference of 12 seconds to the other equilibrium

is so marginal as to be practically irrelevant. For this reason a modeller may want to
avoid having to deal with such phenomena by instead adopting a continuous traffic
model, see the exercises at the end of this paper.

A social dilemma The above calculations give an explanation for the development
of travel times that puzzled the council chairman. Individual drivers adjusted the routes
they took such that they, as a group, used the entire road system less efficiently. Note
that nothing forbids the A-drivers from going back to driving the old routes. If half
the A-drivers would go via C-junction and the other half would go via D-junction, it
would cut 10 minutes off everyone’s travel time. The problem is that this efficient use
of the road system is not a Nash equilibrium. Every individual A-driver would always
be better off by deviating and choosing the ADCB route instead. To illustrate, consider
the first driver to switch from the ADB route to the ADCB route. That driver would
shorten her travel time from 80 minutes to 3 · 10 + 100

10 + 1
10 + 101

10 = 50.2 minutes.
At the same time, that driver would slow down the other 100 drivers on the CB route
by 0.1 minutes. By deviating, a driver gains time at the cost of others losing time.
A similar calculation applies to a driver switching from the ACB route to the ADCB
route.

Already Wardrop [11] pointed out that in a congested network, the user equilibrium
will not necessarily minimize average travel time. The increase in average travel time
due to individuals optimizing their own individual travel times is sometimes called the
price of anarchy. Situations like these, where there is a conflict of interests between the
individual and the group, are known in the game theory literature as social dilemmas.
Other real-life examples range from the small scale (e.g., keeping a communal kitchen
tidy) to the grand scale (e.g., curbing global carbon dioxide emissions) [10].

The Braess paradox The paradoxical phenomenon that making one road faster to
travel can lead to slower travel overall (and vice versa) is called the Braess paradox.
It was first demonstrated in 1968 by Dietrich Braess [2]. The Braess paradox is not
just a theoretical curiosity. Indeed, according to mathematical analysis of random net-
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works, the Braess paradox is very likely to occur [9]. It has been documented in many
actual road systems across the world, such as when the traffic flow on Manhattan
improved from a temporary closing of the 42nd street [4]. Analyses of real-world traf-
fic networks in cities like San Francisco and Winnipeg have indicated that such Braess
links, which decrease the overall performance of the network, may be quite common
[1, 8]. Moreover, it is known that designing a network that is free from Braess links is
a computationally hard problem [7].

The reason that the Braess paradox is so likely to occur in a general network is
that it may arise whenever adding a new link causes some drivers to increase overall
congestion. In the simple network in the example, it will typically arise whenever links
CB and AD suffer from congestion (and thus are sensitive to traffic volumes), while
road sections AC and DB do not. See exercise 3 at the end of the paper.

Note that the Braess paradox can occur in any kind of network with limited capacity.
Examples include electrical networks [4] as well as computer networks, for which the
Braess paradox is highly relevant due to the shortage of internet bandwidth and the
strive to improve internet capacity [3].

In the remainder of this article we shall present a novel variation of the Braess
paradox in road systems.

Incorporating meeting traffic

We are back at a council meeting, where the chairman has a harried look. He has
received a strongly worded petition from the people living in B-town. They point out
how unfair it is that the new road between C-junction and D-junction is open only
for one-way traffic. As the road is paid for by the taxpayers, the petitioners demand it
should be accessible to all morning rush drivers.

The budget does not allow construction of a second lane. “What can we do?”, asks
the chairman. Only one hand is raised. The chairman lets out a sigh: “Mrs. Jones.” An
excited Mrs. Jones suggests that they should keep the road a single lane and nonethe-
less open it for two-way traffic. “Ridiculous,” says the chairman, “have you any idea
how slow it is to drive on a single lane road with meeting traffic? If you think cars
driving in the same direction slows traffic down, I would say meeting cars is ten times
worse.” Mrs. Jones answers the chairman with a nod and a smile.

The game of Chicken To incorporate the chairman’s assumption that meeting cars
would be ten times worse than having cars driving in the same direction, we assume
that the payoff function, as shown in Figure 3 (Left), on the two-way road is

TDC = 10+ xDC

10
+ xCD for cars driving from D-junction to C-junction, and

TCD = 10+ xCD

10
+ xDC for cars driving in the opposite direction.

These payoff functions say that each car met adds another minute to the travel time.
Now consider a morning rush with drivers from A-town driving up the first

improved road to D-junction, and drivers from B-town driving down the second
improved road to C-junction. Both sides then face the choice of whether to use the
new single-lane crossroad or the old roads. The worst outcome is if both sides were to
choose the crossroad, as traffic would be excruciatingly slow. However, if all drivers
coming from A-town yield by taking the old road instead, then drivers coming from
B-town will happily take the crossroad, and vice versa.

For a game theorist this is reminiscent of a well-known game called Chicken (or
Hawk-Dove), which models a conflict over a desirable resource where two agents
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face the following strategic choice: if your opponent yields then you should take the
resource, but if your opponent does not yield then you are better off yielding than
fighting over the resource. Because either agent can be the one that yields, the Chicken
game has two pure Nash equilibria (as well as a “mixed” equilibrium in which both
agents randomize whether to yield or not, see any book on game theory, e.g. [6]). In
our road system, the new crossroad constitutes the desirable resource and we can view
the collective of A-drivers and the collective of B-drivers as the opposing sides in the
conflict over this resource.
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Figure 3 (Left) Travel times after opening road section DC for two-way traffic. (Right)
Travel times after improvement of road section DC, after rescaling of traffic flow variables
by a factor 200.

A new paradox

When the council meets again the chairman is glowing with joy. Since they opened
the road between C-junction and D-junction for two-way traffic, two things have hap-
pened. When the B-drivers learned of the two-way solution, they agreed with their
employers in A-town to start a little earlier in the morning in order to be first on
the crossroad. And, paradoxically, the chairman’s own morning drive in the opposite
direction, from A-town to B-town, has quickened from 90 to 80 minutes. He smiles
at Mrs. Jones and asks her to explain this new paradox: “How is it possible that my
journey went quicker after we allowed meeting traffic?” Mrs. Jones starts by asking
him if he actually drives the crossroad. “No, the B-drivers are obviously committed to
using the crossroad, so now I just avoid it and drive one of the old roads instead.”

Nash equilibrium after making road section DC two-way When the B-drivers
commit to using the crossroad, A-drivers do best to yield, that is, to avoid the crossroad
and use the old roads instead. B-drivers are then in the same situation as the A-drivers
used to be, so it is a Nash equilibrium for the B-drivers to continue to use the crossroad.
On the other hand, the A-drivers are in a situation equivalent to what they were in
before the crossroad was improved. It is therefore a Nash equilibrium for A-drivers to
adjust their routes such that they split into one half going via C-junction and the other
half going via D-junction. The travel time for A-drivers is then back at 80 minutes,
whereas the travel time for B-drivers increases to 90 minutes.
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Note that every driver is still making an optimal response to the traffic situation.
In particular, every B-driver’s choice of route is optimal. What makes a B-driver’s
journey slow is the congestion created by the other B-drivers. Also note that a solution
for the B-drivers would be to collectively decide to be the yielding side in the Chicken
game, by renegotiating with their employers in A-town to start a little later in the
morning instead. When A-drivers reach D-junction in the morning and observe the
absence of meeting traffic on the crossroad, the individually optimal choice for them
is then to switch back to using the crossroad. The situation would then be reversed,
with A-drivers increasing their travel time to 90 minutes and B-drivers happily finding
themselves in an equilibrium where their travel time has decreased back to 80 minutes.

The Chicken game arises when A-drivers or B-drivers collectively decide on a strat-
egy with respect to use of the crossroad, either to go for it or to yield. If no such col-
lective decision is made we can also obtain an equilibrium where the crossroad is used
by a blend of a few A-drivers and a few B-drivers, see the exercises at the end.

The Chicken Braess paradox The new paradox is novel as far as we know. We call
it the Chicken Braess paradox, as it incorporates both the game of Chicken and the
Braess paradox. The Chicken Braess paradox demonstrates how yielding in a Chicken
game can be a winning move in a broader context. It also shows how meeting traffic
can make travel times shorter, which is a new variation on the Braess paradox.

Conclusion As we reviewed earlier, variations on the Braess paradox arise in real
networks. It is important to be aware of this type of phenomenon when one seeks
to improve networks, be they traffic systems, electrical grids, or computer networks
such as the Internet. The takeaway for the aspiring network designer is to adopt the
attitude of Mrs. Jones: be wary of the naı̈ve intuition that improving or adding a link
in a network will always improve overall network performance—and don’t be afraid
of using mathematics!

Exercises To further your insights into this problem, try the following exercises.
As mentioned earlier, making the traffic model continuous may simplify the game
theoretic analysis. In a continuous model we could represent the number of people
traveling a certain section by a real number x ∈ [0, 1], where a value of 1 represents
100% of the population of A-drivers (or the population of B-drivers). This means that
traffic flow numbers are downscaled by the population size. Figure 3 (Right) shows
how Figure 2 (Right) would be redrawn in this model. Use this continuous model for
all the exercises.

(1) In the continuous model, show that the Nash equilibrium after improvement of road
section DC is unique.

(2) After rescaling of traffic flows, the travel time on the crossroad when it is opened
for two-way traffic is 10+ 20xCD + 200xDC in the CD-direction and 10+ 20xDC +
200xCD in the DC-direction. In the story we encountered equilibria where only A-
drivers or only B-drivers use the crossroad, but there is also an equilibrium where
the crossroad is used by a blend of a few A-drivers and a few B-drivers. To find this
equilibrium, find the values of the traffic flow variables that satisfy that A-drivers
have the same travel time along routes AC and ADC, and the same travel time along
routes DB and DCB, and similarly for B-drivers. If you do it correctly, you will find
a unique blended equilibrium in which all drivers have a total travel time of 81 7

23
minutes—which means that everyone loses compared to the situation before the
crossroad was improved.

(3) The paradoxes do not depend on the exact numbers used in our example, nor on
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travel times being linear functions of traffic. To generalize, let TAD(x) denote the
travel time along road section AD when the traffic on this road section in this direc-
tion is x, and similarly for other road sections. Assume that the travel time functions
are continuous and monotonically increasing (i.e., never decreasing) with traffic.
(a) Before the crossroad is improved we want both roads to be used in equilibrium.

Explain why this holds if and only if TAD(1)+ TDB(1) > TAC(0)+ TCB(0) and
TAD(0)+ TDB(0) < TAC(1)+ TCB(1), in which case there must exist an equi-
librium traffic distribution given by x̂ ∈ (0, 1) such that TAD(x̂) + TDB(x̂) =
TAC(1− x̂)+ TCB(1− x̂).

(b) In the story, improvement of the crossroad led to a new equilibrium in which
all A-drivers used the crossroad. Explain why this happens if TAD(1) +
TDC(1) < TAC(0) and TDC(1)+ TCB(1) < TDB(0), and why we then have the
Braess paradox if and only if TAD(1)+ TDC(1)+ TCB(1) > TAD(x̂)+ TDB(x̂).
Finally, after opening the crossroad for two-way traffic, let

←−
T DC(x) denote

the time to travel the crossroad given that all B-drivers travel the crossroad in
the opposite direction. Explain why the Chicken Braess paradox is obtained if
TAD(x̂)+←−T DC(0) > TAC(1− x̂) and

←−
T DC(0)+ TCB(1− x̂) > TDB(x̂).

(c) To illustrate the flexibility allowed by the conditions stated in exercise 3b,
let’s return to the special case described in Figure 3 (Right). Holding all other
parameters constant, examine how we can vary the choices of travel time func-
tions for the crossroad (i.e., TDC(x) and

←−
T DC(x)) and still obtain a new equi-

librium in which all A-drivers use the crossroad and in which both the Braess
paradox and the Chicken Braess paradox arise.

(d) Note that for the Braess paradox to arise it is not necessary that all A-drivers
use the crossroad in the new equilibrium. Consider the generic case where the
new equilibrium involves some A-drivers using the ACB route, some using the
ADB route, and some using the ADCB route. In this case, explain why the
Braess paradox will arise if the decrease in travel time from less traffic on road
section AC is more than offset by the increase in travel time from more traffic
on road section CB, and similarly for road sections DB and AD. For instance,
this must hold when, as in Figure 2 (Right), travel times are sensitive to the
amount of traffic on road sections CB and AD but not on road sections AC and
DB.
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